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UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

Today DELABIE is an international Group well known for its ability to meet the needs of public 
and commercial places.

DELABIE's products, which deliver water savings and provide tangible solutions in terms of 
hygiene, accessibility, safety and vandal resistance, are renowned for their reliability and 
durability.

AN OUTSTANDING OFFERING

As a long standing partner of public, commercial and healthcare stakeholders, DELABIE has an
offering that comprises five product ranges which meet the needs of each and every 
customer and specifier:

 Water Controls for Public and Commercial Places
 Water Controls for Healthcare Facilities
 Accessibility and Hygienic Accessories
 Stainless Steel Sanitary Ware
 Specialist Water Controls

AN INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE

Experiencing very strong growth over the past ten years, the French DELABIE Group exports 
to more than 90 countries from its production site in Friville in France, and through its 
subsidiaries in the United Kingdom, Benelux, Germany, Austria, Poland, Spain, Portugal, 
United Arab Emirates (Dubai) and China (Hong Kong).

DELABIE water controls and equipment are installed wherever quality is essential. This 
presence is possible through the brand's conformance with most international standards, as 
well as the relevant standards in each country. Find more DELABIE installations by destination
and country on our website: www.delabie.com.

MANUFACTURER'S EXPERTISE

An industrial enterprise from the very outset, DELABIE has kept total control of the 
manufacture of its products over time.

Nowadays, DELABIE's teams have mastered more than thirty highly skilled trades. This unique
expertise enables the company to innovate constantly and adapt its products to the needs of 
the market.

All DELABIE's products are quality controlled at every stage of manufacturing and are 
constantly subject to rigorous testing.

Total control of the production process guarantees delivery times are kept to a minimum. 
DELABIE's clients do not wait!
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Summary

MIRROR CABINET WITH 3 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, hand dryer and 
electronic soap dispenser
Ref. 510207
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MIRROR CABINET WITH 3 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, hand dryer and 
electronic soap dispenser
Ref. 510208
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MIRROR CABINET WITH 3 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, electronic soap dispenser
and paper towel dispenser
Ref. 510209
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MIRROR CABINET WITH 3 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, electronic soap dispenser
and paper towel dispenser
Ref. 510210
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MIRROR CABINET WITH 4 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, hand dryer, soap 
dispenser and electronic tap
Ref. 510203
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MIRROR CABINET WITH 4 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, hand dryer, soap 
dispenser and electronic tap
Ref. 510204
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MIRROR CABINET WITH 4 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, electronic tap and soap 
dispenser, and paper towel 
dispenser
Ref. 510205
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MIRROR CABINET WITH 4 
FUNCTIONS
Mirror, electronic tap, soap 
dispenser and paper towel 
dispenser
Ref. 510206
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2-FUNCTION UNIT FOR 
INSTALLATION BEHIND A 
MIRROR
Hand dryer and soap dispenser
Ref. 510207I
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UNIT WITH 3 FUNCTIONS FOR 
INSTALLATION BEHIND A 
MIRROR
Hand dryer, electronic soap 
dispenser and tap
Ref. 510203I
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UNIT WITH 3 FUNCTIONS FOR 
INSTALLATION BEHIND A 
MIRROR
Electronic tap, soap dispenser 
and paper towel dispenser
Ref. 510205I
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ELECTRONIC SOAP DISPENSER 
UNIT FOR INSTALLATION BEHIND
THE MIRROR
Liquid soap, foam soap or 
hydroalcoholic gel dispenser
Ref. 510203SD

 Page 26
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Mirror cabinet with 3 functions

Ref. 510207

Mirror, hand dryer and electronic soap dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 3 functions  - Ref. 510207 

Mirror cabinet with 3 functions: mirror, electronic soap dispenser and 
electrical hand dryer.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: soap dispenser and hand dryer are 
activated automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood. 
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 3 functions: 
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.  
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser.
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Air-pulse hand dryer:
- High speed: dries in 10 - 12 seconds.
- Pulsed air at 360km/h. Airflow: 36 l/second..
- Low energy consumption: 704W.
- Noise level: 74 dBA.
- Class I, IP23.
- 3-year warranty.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided.
Dimensions: 600 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 39kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.

ADVANTAGES

3 functions

Design: matte black and 304 st. steel
finish

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Technology Electonic

Height 1,000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 600mm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish
Matte black melamine and 304 
stainless steel

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Mirror cabinet with 3 functions

Ref. 510208

Mirror, hand dryer and electronic soap dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 3 functions  - Ref. 510208 

Mirror cabinet with 3 functions: mirror, electronic soap dispenser and 
electrical hand dryer.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: soap dispenser and hand dryer are 
activated automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood.
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 3 functions:
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser.
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Air-pulse hand dryer:
- High speed: dries in 10 - 12 seconds.
- Pulsed air at 360km/h. Airflow: 36 l/second..
- Low energy consumption: 704W.
- Noise level: 74 dBA.
- Class I, IP23.
- 3-year warranty.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided.
Suitable for people with reduced mobility.
Dimensions: 800 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 43kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.

ADVANTAGES

3 functions

Design: matte black and 304 st. steel
finish

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Technology Electonic

Height 1,000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 800mm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish
Matte black melamine and 304 
stainless steel

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Mirror cabinet with 3 functions

Ref. 510209

Mirror, electronic soap dispenser and paper towel dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 3 functions  - Ref. 510209 

Mirror cabinet with 3 functions: mirror, electronic soap dispenser and 
paper towel dispenser.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: electronic soap dispenser.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood.
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 3 functions:
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser.
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Paper towel dispenser:
- Dispenses one sheet at a time.
- Dimensions: 120 x 275 x 360mm.
- Contents: 500 sheets.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided.
Dimensions: 600 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 32kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.

ADVANTAGES

3 functions

Design: matte black and 304 st. steel
finish

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Technology Electonic

Height 1,000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 600mm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish
Matte black melamine and 304 
stainless steel

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Mirror cabinet with 3 functions

Ref. 510210

Mirror, electronic soap dispenser and paper towel dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 3 functions  - Ref. 510210 

Mirror cabinet with 3 functions: mirror, electronic soap dispenser and 
paper towel dispenser.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: electronic soap dispenser.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood.
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 3 functions:
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser.
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Paper towel dispenser:
- Dispenses one sheet at a time.
- Dimensions: 120 x 275 x 360mm.
- Contents: 500 sheets.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided.
Suitable for people with reduced mobility.
Dimensions: 800 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 42kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.

ADVANTAGES

3 functions

Design: matte black and 304 st. steel
finish

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Technology Electonic

Height 1000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 800mm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish
Matte black melamine and 304 
stainless steel

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Mirror cabinet with 4 functions

Ref. 510203

Mirror, hand dryer, soap dispenser and electronic tap

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 4 functions  - Ref. 510203 

Mirror cabinet with 4 functions: mirror, electronic tap, soap dispenser and 
electrical hand dryer.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: soap dispenser, tap and hand dryer are 
activated automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Connects to the water supply from the top or from inside the cabinet.
- Water connection in M3/8" 
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood. 
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 4 functions: 
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.  
Automatic soap dispenser:
  - No-waste pump dispenser  
  - Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
  - Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Electronic basin tap*:
  - Reduced stagnation solenoid valve.
  - Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm.
  - Scale-resistant flow straightener.
  - Duty flush (~60 seconds every 24 hours after the last use).
  - Stopcock.
Air-pulse hand dryer:
  - High speed: dries in 10 - 12 seconds.
  - Pulsed air at 360km/h. Airflow: 36 l/second.
  - Low energy consumption: 704W.
  - Noise level: 74 dBA.
  - Class I, IP23.
  - 3-year warranty.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided.
Dimensions: 600 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 39kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.
* We recommend a PREMIX mixer.

ADVANTAGES

4 functions

Design: matte black and 304 st. steel
finish

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Connector M3/8"

Technology Electronic

Height 1,000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 600mm

Flow rate
Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, 
can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish
Matte black melamine and 304 
stainless steel

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Mirror cabinet with 4 functions

Ref. 510204

Mirror, hand dryer, soap dispenser and electronic tap

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 4 functions  - Ref. 510204 

Mirror cabinet with 4 functions: mirror, electronic tap, soap dispenser and 
electrical hand dryer.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: soap dispenser, tap and hand dryer are 
activated automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Connects to the water supply from the top or from inside the cabinet.
- Water connection in M3/8".
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood.
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 4 functions:
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Electronic basin tap*:
- Reduced stagnation solenoid valve.
- Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, can be adjusted from 1.4 to 9 lpm.
- Scale-resistant flow straightener.
- Duty flush (~60 seconds every 24 hours after the last use).
- Stopcock.
Air-pulse hand dryer:
- High speed: dries in 10 - 12 seconds.
- Pulsed air at 360km/h. Airflow: 36 l/second.
- Low energy consumption: 704W.
- Noise level: 74 dBA.
- Class I, IP23.
- 3-year warranty.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided..
Suitable for people with reduced mobility.
Dimensions: 800 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 46kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.
* We recommend a PREMIX mixer.

ADVANTAGES

4 functions

Matte black and 304 st. steel 
designer cabinet

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Connector M3/8"

Technology Electronic

Height 1,000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 800mm

Flow rate
Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, 
can be adjusted from 1.4 to 9 lpm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish Mélaminé noir mat et inox 304

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Mirror cabinet with 4 functions

Ref. 510205

Mirror, electronic tap and soap dispenser, and paper towel dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 4 functions  - Ref. 510205 

Mirror cabinet with 4 functions: mirror, electronic tap, soap dispenser and 
paper towel dispenser.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: tap and soap dispenser activated 
automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Connects to the water supply from the top or from inside the cabinet.
- Water connection in M3/8".
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood.
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 4 functions:
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Electronic basin tap*:
- Reduced stagnation valve.
- Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm.
- Scale-resistant flow straightener.
- Duty flush (~60 seconds every 24 hours after the last use).
- Stopcock.
Paper towel dispenser:
- Dispenses one sheet at a time.
- Dimensions: 120 x 275 x 360mm.
- Contents: 500 sheets.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided.
Dimensions: 600 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 38.5kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.
* We recommend a PREMIX mixer.

ADVANTAGES

4 functions

Design: matte black and 304 st. steel
finish

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Connector M3/8"

Technology Electronic

Height 1,000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 600mm

Flow rate
Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, 
can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish
Matte black melamine and 304 
stainless steel

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Mirror cabinet with 4 functions

Ref. 510206

Mirror, electronic tap, soap dispenser and paper towel dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Mirror cabinet with 4 functions  - Ref. 510206 

Mirror cabinet with 4 functions: mirror, electronic tap and soap dispenser 
and paper towel dispenser.
Designer cabinet with a matte black melamine and 304 stainless steel 
finish.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: tap and soap dispenser activated 
automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Connects to the water supply from the top or from inside the cabinet.
- Water connection in M3/8".
- Concealed fixings. Mirror cabinet supplied with stainless steel screws for 
concrete or reinforced wood.
- Adjustable hinges.
Unit with 4 functions:
4mm thick glass mirror and black glass strip with illuminated pictograms.
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Electronic basin tap*:
- Reduced stagnation valve.
- Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, can be adjusted from 1.4 to 9 lpm.
- Scale-resistant flow straightener.
- Duty flush (~60 seconds every 24 hours after the last use).
- Stopcock.
Paper towel dispenser:
- Dispenses one sheet at a time.
- Dimensions: 120 x 275 x 360mm.
- Contents: 500 sheets.
Basin lit by the LED strip.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Internal storage shelf.
Several cabinets can be installed side-by-side to create a mirror wall: 
linking screws are provided.
Suitable for people with reduced mobility.
Dimensions: 800 x 223 x 1,000mm.
Weight: 45.5kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.
* We recommend a PREMIX mixer.

ADVANTAGES

4 functions

Matte black and 304 st. steel 
designer cabinet

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz

Connector M3/8"

Technology Electronic

Height 1,000mm

Depth 223mm

Width 800mm

Flow rate
Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, 
can be adjusted from 1.4 to 9 lpm

Thickness Glass mirror: 4mm

Finish
Matte black melamine and 304 
stainless steel

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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2-function unit for installation 
behind a mirror

Ref. 510207I

Hand dryer and soap dispenser

DESCRIPTION
2-function unit for installation behind a mirror  - Ref. 510207I 

2-function unit: electronic soap dispenser and air pulse hand dryer.
• Quick and easy to install in a cabinet or behind a mirror.
• Fixings at the back and sides.
• 304 stainless steel support, 1.2 mm thick.
• Supplied with self-adhesive pictograms to indicate the location of the 
different functions on the mirror/cabinet: soap and air.
• Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
• 30-year warranty (3-year warranty for the hand dryer).
• CE marked.

ADVANTAGES

2 functions

Easy installation into a cabinet

Hygiene: touch-free

CHARACTERISTICS

Supply 230/6 V mains supply

Technology Electronic

Height 381mm

Depth 183mm

Width 561mm

Thickness 1.2mm thick support

Finish 304 stainless steel support

Warranty
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Unit with 3 functions for installation
behind a mirror

Ref. 510203I

Hand dryer, electronic soap dispenser and tap

DESCRIPTION
Unit with 3 functions for installation behind a mirror  - Ref. 510203I 

Unit with 3 functions: electronic soap dispenser, tap and hand dryer.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: soap dispenser, tap and hand dryer are 
activated automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- Fitted into a cabinet. Fixings on the sides and the back. 304 stainless steel
support, 1.2 mm thick.
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Water connection in M3/8"
- Supplied with stainless steel screws for concrete or reinforced wood.
Unit with 3 functions:
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser.
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Electronic basin tap*:
  - Reduced stagnation solenoid valve.
  - Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm.
  - Scale-resistant flow straightener.
  - Duty flush (~60 seconds every 24 hours after the last use).
  - Stopcock.
Air-pulse hand dryer:
- High speed: dries in 10 - 12 seconds.
- Pulsed air at 360km/h. Airflow: 36 l/second..
- Low energy consumption: 704W.
- Noise level: 74 dBA.
- Class I, IP23.
- 3-year warranty.
Supplied with self-adhesive pictograms to indicate the location of the 
different functions on the mirror/cabinet: soap, water and air.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Dimensions: 561 x 183 x 381mm.
Weight: 6.1kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.
* We recommend a PREMIX mixer.

ADVANTAGES

3 functions

Easy installation into a cabinet

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz recessed

Connector M3/8"

Technology Electronic

Height 381mm

Depth 183mm

Width 561mm

Flow rate
Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, 
can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm

Thickness 1.2mm thick support

Finish 304 stainless steel support

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Unit with 3 functions for installation
behind a mirror

Ref. 510205I

Electronic tap, soap dispenser and paper towel dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Unit with 3 functions for installation behind a mirror  - Ref. 510205I 

Unit with 3 functions: electronic soap dispenser, tap and paper towel 
dispenser.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: soap dispenser and tap are activated 
automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
Quick and easy to install:
- Fitted into a cabinet. Fixings on the sides and the back. 304 stainless steel
support, 1.2 mm thick.
- A single electrical connection for all the elements: mains supply with 
230V / 50-60Hz.
- Water connection in M3/8"
- Supplied with stainless steel screws for concrete or reinforced wood.
Unit with 3 functions:
Automatic soap dispenser:
- No-waste pump dispenser.
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Electronic basin tap*:
- Reduced stagnation solenoid valve.
- Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm.
- Scale-resistant flow straightener.
- Duty flush (~60 seconds every 24 hours after the last use).
- Stopcock.
Paper towel dispenser: 
- Dispenses one sheet at a time.
- Dimensions: 120 x 275 x 360mm.
- Contents: 500 sheets.
Supplied with self-adhesive pictograms to indicate the location of the 
different functions on the mirror/cabinet: soap, water and paper towels.
Vandal-resistant model with standard DELABIE key.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Dimensions: 561 x 183 x 381mm.
Weight: 5 kg.
Mirror cabinet with 30-year warranty.
CE marked.
* We recommend a PREMIX mixer.

ADVANTAGES

3 functions

Easy installation into a cabinet

Hygiene: touch-free

One single electrical supply for all 
elements
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CHARACTERISTICS

Supply Mains: 230V / 50-60Hz recessed

Connector M3/8"

Technology Electronic

Height 381mm

Depth 183mm

Width 561mm

Flow rate
Flow rate pre-set at 3 lpm at 3 bar, 
can be adjusted from 1.4 to 6 lpm

Thickness 1.2mm thick support

Finish 304 stainless steel support

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Electronic soap dispenser unit for 
installation behind the mirror

Ref. 510203SD

Liquid soap, foam soap or hydroalcoholic gel dispenser

DESCRIPTION
Electronic soap dispenser unit for installation behind the mirror  - Ref. 
510203SD 

Electronic soap dispenser unit for installation behind a mirror or cabinet.
Touch-free for improved hygiene: soap dispenser is activated 
automatically when hands are detected by infrared sensor.
- Easy to install: fitted into a cabinet. Fixings on the sides and the back. 
- 304 stainless steel support, 1.2 mm thick.
- Mains supply with 100-240V / 6V 50-60 Hz. transformer.
- No-waste pump dispenser.
- Large capacity tank: 5 litres.
- Suitable for vegetable-based liquid soap with a maximum viscosity of 
3,000 mPa.s or specific foam soap.
Supplied with self-adhesive pictogram to indicate the location of the soap 
dispenser on the mirror/cabinet.
Anti-blocking: stops automatically if used continuously.
Dimensions: 230 x 177 x 376mm.
Weight: 1.6 kg.
30-year warranty.
CE.

ADVANTAGES

Easy installation into a cabinet

Hygiene: touch-free

Liquid or foam soap or gel dispenser

No waste dose dispenser

CHARACTERISTICS

Supply
Mains supply with 100-240V / 6V 50-
60 Hz transformer

Technology Electronic

Height 376mm

Depth 177mm

Width 230mm

Thickness 1.2mm thick support

Finish 304 stainless steel support

Norms

Warranty

Repairability
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Notes
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